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Author’s Note

Dear valued reader,

This unique video course is something of very high value that you are possessing. It is a portion of our family heritage in changing people’s lives for the better through astrological gem solutions, which we are practicing for the last 219 years since the days of my maternal great grandfather late Sri Surendranath Jyotir Vachaspati. After my four video courses that are running very well since 2007 due to God’s blessing and readers’ love, there was a huge demand for taking out a video course on gem remedies based on Hindu or Vedic astrology. I have lost the count of people who have requested me time and again to launch this video course, but my personal commitments to other work was not permitting me to devote time for this course.

Finally, this course, which I named as Secrets of Astrological Gem Solutions (Ratna Samdhan), saw the light of the day. I specifically avoided the term “remedies” because it is too short a word to convey the deep meaning associated with the philosophy of the Indian word “Samadhan”, which closely means ‘solution’. Prescribing the correct gemstone and combinations of gemstones is not a commercial business for the astrologer. That is, for an astrologer, providing gems to his clients would mean that he is effecting a change in the life—past, present and future—of his client. It is a big task for the astrologer. However, in today’s context I can see that many astrologers provide gems as a means of commercial activity. Yes, gems are costly and there is a premium on the price of astrological grade gems but many astrologers are prescribing gems to take their commission cut from the jewelers. Unfortunately, a large majority of such astrologers depend on books purchased of-the-shelf (and now online!) to augment their knowledge. There is no formal Guru-Shishya Parampara followed to ingress the true knowledge nor are they interested in seeking the truth from people who have long standing family heritage. Of course, there are few genuine knowledge seekers who want to master the technique of astrological gems solutions, and this course is for those knowledge seekers who have faith in experience and the results of the ‘Sadhana’ of astrologers of yesteryears.

So, I felt the need to reveal some of our family’s closely held secrets and methods of providing gem solutions based on horoscopes made out of accurate birth time. Like all astrological endeavors, prescribing gemstones also require correct birth time. Horary chart or Prashna charts have never been used in our
family for prescribing gemstones. As gemstones alter your Karma (as you will be enlightened in this course) time charts or horary charts cannot provide the full depth of Prarabddha Karma as does your birth horoscope. Yes, I am speaking out of 219 years of our family experience!!

This course is intended for professional astrologers as well as beginners and laymen who have just the basic knowledge about astrology and its basic charts and tabulations. The principles revealed in this course cannot be found in any book because they solely belong to our family although it is possible that similar methods are followed by other astrological families too. The principles enumeration by my maternal great grandfather are based on age old Parashari techniques of Shadbala and Bhavabala, but the modus operandi has been developed and applied by him, which we are meticulously following since his days and have seen many lives saved and changed. This course is also meant for demystifying wrong notions of gem prescriptions such as Anukul and Pratikul vad theories, which are based out of perceptions and not any astrological logic. These theories are opposing to each other and lopsided and they do not integrate the favorable bhavas and Dusthanas, Maraka and Badhaka bhavas. As you will see in my course, gems solutions can be and need to be provided for the entire horoscope, based on the requirement of your client and you cannot say “I will not give you the gem of the 11th lord because you are Chara Lagna and the 11th lord is your Badhaka lord”. Such statements are absurd and show the shallowness of your astrological knowledge. Would not the same so-called Badhaka lord also responsible for success of your life being the 11th lord?? This course of mine will show you how to reconcile the paradox.

This entire video course is based upon the Indian Vedic system of astrology, which is also known as the Hindu system of astrology. However, I have also shown how beautifully the KP System can also get the benefited of the principles revealed in this course. Krishnamurti Paddhati’s inventor late K.S. Krishnamurti ji clearly said that the “planet is the source of the result” but almost all KP astrologers have never fully understood what is the heavy meaning associated with this statement. I am fortunate that K.S. Krishnamurti ji’s own elder son K. Ganapati ji explained me this statement way back in 2007 when he used to reside in his daughter’s house in CCMB quarters at Nacharam in Hyderabad. I have explained it in my video lectures.

Scores of people on the internet have “misinterpreted” and provided distorted meaning to the lessons written by late KSK in his Readers and Astrology
and Athrista Magazine simply because they personally either don’t believe in astrological remedial solutions or they have scanty knowledge on how to alter Karma. And the easiest recourse they take is using late KSK’s statements distortedly to show on the internet that KSK disbelieved remedial actions of astrology. Worse, sometimes they ‘interpret’ KSK’s writings according to their own whims.

I am very sure that this course will be such a course that you have never done before and probably will not get another one, but except this course!!

This is a course which requires many rounds of reading this course material, many rounds of watching my video lessons and listening them carefully and not only hearing them. Great truths have been revealed by me and I have done it sometimes in riddles--purposely. I have not spoon-fed you in this video course because if you wish to change people’s Karma, then you must be of a certain level and high standard to understand what I am saying and not saying. If you can understand the hidden and deeper meaning which I have revealed in this course, then you are a chosen one by God to alter people’s lives as well as yours.

I would like to thank Bhagya Ratna Gems & Jewellers of Kolkata and all the staff members of Astrology Learning Centre, Kolkata for their full support, cooperation and tremendous hard work in bringing out this course in very short time. Not only me, but millions of people worldwide shall ever remain grateful to them for this historical video course on gem solutions.

Hope you will enjoy this video course, like all my earlier ones, and walk through the door of illumination on to the path of God. Remember, FAITH BRINGS MIRACLES, MIRACLES DON’T CREATE FAITH. By doing this course, you will stop depriving yourself of the true knowledge of gem solutions that have the power to alter the potential of the horoscope for the good.

God Bless you!

Good Luck.
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Chapter 1

An Introductory Article on Gemstones

According to Indian system of Vedic astrology\(^1\), we are all born on this planet due to the Karma we have undertaken in our previous lives. Karma is of four different types—Sanchita, Prarabdha, Kriyaman and Agami.

It is a closely held secret Tantric astrology practice, where one can know from the horoscope the kind of Prarabdha Karma (action) that has been undertaken in past birth leading to a result in this birth due to the activation of the Prarabdha Karma through a similar Kriyaman Karma (current wilful action) in the current birth. Such activated Karma can again be de-activated through various remedies.

Astrological Remedies are many in number and a large majority of them cannot be performed due to the complexity involved, lack of availability of the required performance materials and the sheer lack of knowledge as to what and how to perform a certain remedy. Moreover, many get misguided on remedies because authentic and powerful remedies are known by very few practitioners.

It is no brainer that the warrior Karna of Mahabharata had, by birth, divine Kavach and Kundal (protective measure) which made him invincible till he parted with it. Lord Rama had to worship Goddess Durga in Ramayana to appease her in order to kill the demon king Ravana. Ahalya, who was turned into stone by the curse of Gautama, came back to her old form when she was touched by the feet of Lord Rama. Laxmana--the brave brother of Lord Rama--was brought back to life by a divine herb called as "Sanjibani" (breather of life) in the great epic Ramayana. Guru of the Demons--Shukracharya-- (denoted by planet

\(^{1}\) Also called by many early authors as Hindu Astrology.
Venus) knew the Mantra of bringing the dead back to life--known as the "Mrita-Sanjibani Mantra", which even the Guru of the Gods--Brihaspati--(denoted by planet Jupiter) was desirous of knowing.

The great Indian scriptures, epics and history is replete with remedial measures that has alleviated individuals from the ill-effects of their Prarabdha Karma.

But first let us read my introductory article which was published in the annual issue of the Express Start Teller, Jan 2012.
Relief From Problems
Gemstones Can Help You

By Dr. Andrew Dutta

Why do we need planetary gemstones? All the nine planets (Nava Grahas) are nothing but the manifestation of the Supreme Being—Lord Narayana, that is “Graha roopin Janaardhan”. So, appeasement of any planet through his/her specific gemstone will make Lord Narayana happy and the ‘bitterness’ from life will be decreased. A few planets together, in a specific combination, measured by occupation, association, aspect, conjunction and stellar exchange create problem for life. Gems are the ‘antidote’ to such activation. Sometimes gems act as a ‘neutralizer’ and sometimes as ‘pacifier’.

HUMAN beings are born at that precise time, when the accumulated Karma of all previous birth are ready for reaping results in the current birth. This ‘ripening’ of the ‘fruits of the Karma’ is seen through the planetary configurations in the horoscope, as deduced from the birth chart, cast as per the noted birth time. The fruits of Karma can be sweet as well as sour and sometimes even bitter. This bitterness we experience in our lives through many sorrows and miseries. So, all the life-problems that we face in this life are due to the fructification of the results of our past life Karmas.

So, why do we need planetary gemstones? The reason is simple. All the nine planets (Nava Grahas) are nothing but the manifestation of the Supreme Being—Lord Narayana, that is “Graha roopin Janaardhan”. So, appeasement of any planet through his/her specific gemstone will make Lord Narayana happy and the ‘bitterness’ from life will be decreased. After all, only Lord Narayana has the sole power to alleviate our Karma as human beings (Manushya).

Unfortunately, the rules and clues to selecting gemstones with respect to a particular horoscope is hardly ever discussed and disclosed in any astrology texts or discussion forums due to professional and secrecy reasons. Moreover, there is difference of opinion with regard to the beneficence choice method (Anukul Vad) versus malificience choice method (Pratikul Vad) schools of thought. That is, the former believes that gemstones should be prescribed for benefic or strong planets, whereas the latter believes in gemstones for malefic or weak planets. Both these approaches are theoretical in nature and have no practical relevance. Why so? For example, for a Capricorn Lagna born, Jupiter—the natural benefic—is the 12th lord, so a functional malefic. What will be the status of Jupiter, if it is in the 7th house (Maraka shana) in Cancer as exalted? Is Jupiter “Anukul” or “Pratikul” (benefic or malefic)? Therefore, Anukul-Pratikul is not the way, how gems should be selected in a horoscope.

In this article, I am providing the planetary combinations that create certain life-problems and the gemstone combination to get rid of such problems. I say ‘combination’ because no one single planet can cause any particular life problem. Problems of life are cause by “activation” of certain Karmas of previous life. That activation is controlled by the planets. A few planets together, in a specific combination, measured by occupation, association, aspect, conjunction and stellar exchange create problem for life. Gems are the ‘antidote’ to such activation. Sometimes gems act as a ‘neutralizer’ and sometimes as ‘pacifier’.

When gems are to be used as antidote or neutralizer or pacifier, it requires more in depth discussion, to be done later. Let me provide here some of the common, but difficult life-problems and the gemstone combinations for them.

Health Problems: Serious health problems happen in this life, if we have made others suffer physically in our past birth. A strong 7th lord and a weak Ascendant lord is an indication of that. Additionally, if the 6th lord is in the Ascendant or ascendant lord is in the 6th house, it shows that we have caused someone to physically suffer in our past births and so this combination exists in our horoscope now. No wonder a weak Ascendant lord is always the most weakening factor in the horoscope, leading to some
kind of health problem and/or major life-problems. Such health problems can be from birth, which are shown through the involvement of the 12th house lord or it can be acquired in during life, in which case the Dasa lord will show the indication. Therefore, specific gem selection through the horoscope is always advisable and has the maximum effect.

- **Malignant Tumour (Cancerous growth) anywhere in body**: There are different types of malignant tumours and different types of cancer. But all are caused by a combination of Ketu, Mars and Jupiter. Antidote and pacifier is the key. **Colombian Emerald 4 carats + Ceylonese Yellow Sapphire 4 carats + Italian Red coral at least 14 carats** will work wonders.

- **Mental Disorder, including Psychosis, Neurosis and any form of insanity**: Afflicted Sun or Moon by Rahu, in the Trine houses, along with the combination of Mercury is the cause. Here neutralizer and antidote is the mode of treatment. **Colombian Emerald 4 carats + Ceylonese Moonstone at least 10 carats + Ceylonese Blue Sapphire (Brahmin quality) 3 carats (Indra Nilam)** will give immense and quick relief.

- **Hypertension, nervousness and worrying nature**: Weak and afflicted Mercury in the horoscope, connected and combined (through aspect, rasi interchange and stellar interchange) with Saturn and Moon will create this condition. **Ceylonese Yellow Sapphire 5 carats + Ceylonese Blue Sapphire 5 carats + Japanese White Pearl 7 carats (natural, not cultivated)** will work wonders.

- **Heart troubles of all nature**: Sun and Moon combination with Rahu and Saturn will be found in all cases. In severe and acute cases, it will be found that Mars has joined hands too. Here the key is antidote. **Pigeon blood colored Burmese Ruby 5 carats** will show the miracle. A supplement of **Ceylonese Moonstone 10 carats** will ensure that heat and dry effect of Ruby is neutralized.

- **Lung diseases like T.B., asthma, Pneumonia, Pleurisy etc**: Mercury and Sun combination with Jupiter and Mars involving Gemini and Leo sign is a sure indication of lung diseases. **Italian Red Coral 12 carats + Colombian Emerald 3 carats** will give immediate relief.

- **Gastric, Peptic and Duodenal Ulcers**: Rahu, Jupiter and Mars combinations involving Virgo and Cancer sign and/or the 5th and 6th house of the horoscope will give this ailment. The remedy is a strong antidote. **Ceylonese Yellowish Blue Sapphire (Pitambari Nilam) 4 carats.** For chronic indigestion trouble, acidity and non-malignant stomach ailments **Ceylonese Gomedh (natural Hessonite) 5 carats** will surely give cure and relief.

- **Myopia**: This eye disease, also called as nearsightedness, is caused by affliction to Moon by Saturn and/or a Venus-Sun combination in the horoscope. The only remedy is found in **Burmese Ruby 4 carats + Brazilian Emerald 5 carats.**

- **Insomnia**: This is also known commonly as 'sleeplessness'. Even today, modern medical science does not know exactly why mammals sleep, including human beings. Doctors prescribe sleeping pills in controlled quantities for insomnia. Astrologically, Mercury, Moon and Jupiter combination afflicted by Rahu involving the 12th house shows insomnia. Neutralizing is the key here. **Colombian Emerald 4 carats + Ceylonese Yellow Sapphire 3 carats + Japanese White Pearl 6 carats** will help the native to have long and sound sleep.

- **Diabetes**: This is a disease involving promiscuity in a past birth. Jupiter and Venus combinations involving the signs Libra and/or Scorpio indicate this condition. The condition is aggravated, if the 6th, 7th and/or the 8th house is also involved. **Diamond (DFL grade) 70-100 points/cents** will give miraculous results. 6 months after wearing the Diamond, a **Ceylonese Yellow Sapphire 4 carats** must be worn.

- **Menstrual troubles of women, including diseases of female reproductive organ**: These happen due to a variety of planetary combinations. But, everywhere, it will be found that Mars and Moon combinations have been afflicted by the Saturn-Rahu combination in the female horoscope. If this also involves the sign Scorpio with houses 8th and 12th, surgery and hospitalization are also indicated. Strong antidote is the only remedy. **Italian Red Coral 14 carats + White Coral 10 carats + Basrai Pearl (natural) 5 carats** will surely alleviate these problems.

**Life-Problems**: Apart from health disorders, life also poses other types of problems which are of very many types. Each of these can be easily deciphered from the horoscope and proper remedies for each individual be administered. Wilful and conscious acts
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of disruption/damage against innocent others in previous births, which are not for protective reasons of oneself, give rise to such conditions in this birth. Specific house lords will be seen to create malefic and weak combinations with the lords of detriments. Here I am outlining the planetary combinations that are the causes behind these typical life-problems.

- Struggle in Cinema/TV profession: Saturn affecting Venus and Jupiter, involving a combination of the 4th and 7th house and/or Cancer-Libra sign shows struggle in the show-business line, especially TV and Cinema. Talent does not come to the fore and recognition and fame becomes elusive. Diamond (DFL grade) 100-130 cents/points + Burmese Ruby 4 carats + Brazilian Emerald 5 carats will make one the brightest star in the field.

- Political enmity/Lack of political success/Lack of diplomacy and tact in public dealings: Ruling fellow mortals require a lot of past life powerful Karmas and if this is not found in the horoscope, then no amount of gem stones will provide this. However any 'nobody' can become a 'somebody', if Reddish Blue Sapphire (Raktamukhi Nilam) 3 carats [requires trial and expert supervision, before wearing due to its deadly attributes] + Ceylonese Yellow Sapphire 5 carats is worn together.

- Untoward disturbances of criminal nature/Criminal case in Court: This is caused by Mars and Ketu combination in horoscope, with 12th lord afflicted by Saturn. Ceylonese Cat’s eye 4 carats will give miraculous results. If you have committed the crime in this birth, then wearing Cat’s eye will give very temporary relief.

- Business sluggishness/Lack of profits/Business troubles: In spite of repeated efforts in business, if you find that the business is not making enough profits or you are not able to recover the costs, then you will find that birth Mercury and 11th house lord (if not a Badhaka) is afflicted by transit Saturn (if not a Yogakaraka). Additionally, you may also find that birth Mercury-Sun combination is afflicted in the transit by Saturn. Colombian/Brazilian Emerald 6 carats + Diamond (DFL grade) 70-100 cents/points will bring in financial flood in the business and business troubles will simply vanish in thin air. Those involved in some form of dubious business/black-marketing must wear Ceylonese Gomedh (natural Hessonite) 5 carats to save oneself from CBI, Vigilance, Sales and Income Tax, for temporary relief.

- Lack of service progress/Promotion disruption: Saturn-Venus combinations afflicted by Mars-Rahu combinations, involving one’s 10th house of profession and Capricorn sign will find progressing in service a very difficult matter. To get promotion on time, recognition for hard work in office, wear Ceylonese Yellow Sapphire 5 carats + Diamond (DFL grade) 100-110 cents/points to make service life easy and enjoyable.

Problems in life are endless, however, here I have only provided the most tried and tested gem combination that have been found to work wonders in our family astrological tradition of over 200 years, my first Guruji’s 40 years of professional astrological practice. All gems need to be natural minerals, unblemished, inclusion-less, untreated chemically and mechanically in any manner for color or inclusions. Gems need to be purified (Shodhanam kriya) and activated/energised (Jagrata kriya) on specific days and time using the name and ‘Gothra’ (lineage name of the original Rishi) of the native and his/her father. Such a ‘processed’ gem has to be then worn on a specific day and time matching with the horoscopic combination of the wearer on a specific finger and hand to get the best and auspicious results very quickly.

---
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Please never forget what is written below !!

Some of the most effective remedies are:

- Prayer to one’s own Deity or Ishta Devata with the correct Mantra
- **Wearing pure astrological Gemstones**
- Correct Mantra chanting for various life problems
- Yantra Worship with incense and the right Mantra
- Wearing authentic and correct Rudraksha bead with correct Mantra chanting
- Performing subtle Kriya (activity) suggested by a spiritually evolved astrologer

There are also other forms of remedies such as Donations of materials and articles, pilgrimages, penance etc. which are to be done according to precise specifications to yield the maximum results.

*****